
FOR THE
BREWERY
INDUSTRY

QUALITY LABELS



We offer innovative
customized label and
sleeving solutions
with the extension
of a fully staffed design
team to help take your
brand from the dressing
room to the runway.

If you don't have GRAPHIC ARTIST, we can connect you 
with creative art specialist who can assist you. 

When the creative streak strikes! Remember we 
offer variable printing and promotional designs all at 

once with the added convenience of individually 
numbering or coding your labels for the upcoming 

promotion.



Thermochromatic inks change color with temperature fluctuations, 
offering a unique and engaging element to packaging and labels. 

These inks find applications in various industries, from food 
packaging to security features.

THERMOCRHROMATIC INKS

Brewery LABELS

Metalized labels bring a touch of luxury with their metallic finish, 
making products stand out and convey a sense of quality and

sophistication.

METALIZED

Shrink sleeves and tamper bands can be applied by hand or 
automatic machines, customized with full-color designs. They 

come in cut pieces for manual use and rolls for automated 
processes.

SHRINK SLEEVES

Pressure-sensitive labels are easy to apply, requiring no 
additional adhesive or heat. They offer versatility and 
customization for various industries, making them a 

popular choice for branding and labeling needs.

PRESSURE SENSITIVE LABELS

Wash-off labels are designed to be easily removed from containers, 
leaving no residue. They are commonly used in recycling programs 

and for temporary labeling needs.

WASH OFF LABELS

Wet strength labels resist moisture, ensuring they stay intact and 
legible even in wet environments. Ideal for products that need 
refrigeration or exposure to water, these labels maintain their 

quality and durability.

WET STRENGTH



Technical SUPPORT
More than 20 years experience in the label and packaging application world
Machines worked on include Krones, Sidel, PE, Universal, Karville etc
Best practices guides for all packaging

Training with customers on numerous topics including storage 
and handling conditions, label application, quality checks
Equipment efficiency Audits
New packaging development and application
Troubleshooting on all application lines

Quality
Designed with the principles of the ISO 9001:2008 standard but with internal
systems – incorporated HSSE systems

Operating Procedures & Work Instructions 

Material Certification Team

Internal Audit Team

LAB workforce of 3 quality assurance technicians

OSHA Compliance
HSSE Steering Committee
Employee Representatives 

Certifications:



Colour MANAGEMENT

Ethical TRADING

Colour management is a set of tools and concept which try to preserve, the same colours
from the artwork to the final use : printing or otherwise.

Requirement of doing business with multinational companies like Nestle, Unilever and Coca Cola.

Our colour management system consist of an X-Rite eXact Spectrophotometer which uses an 
IQC (Internal Quality Control) software certified by PepsiCo.

This system uses a template with the most complete set of quality control functions in the industry,
which systematizes measurements, report generation and recording of colour to maintain a
centralized and profitable process.

At LH Group we ensure quality colour service and colour matching on both a digital and conventional
printing platform.

We also have an in house certified colour management professional.

We live our core values of integrity, trust and respect for all; 
customer focused; partnering with our people and pursuit of 
results.

The leading supplier of 
packaging solutions 
within the Caribbean 
and South American 
region

Contact us:

Phone :     1-868-607-5445

Email :       branding@labelhouse.com

Website :  labelhousegroup.com

Address :  24-25 Frederick Settlement
Industrial Estate, Caroni
Trinidad, West Indies


